
JIMMY CARTER 

Trip report , Tunis , 3/16 - 19/96 

During the past 30 months, 100 , 000 people have been 
killed in Burundi as violence continues between Hutu fac -
tions and the Tutsi-controlled military. The government is 
quite unstable, with the Hutu president having little real 
authority. 

In Rwanda , where more than 500,000 Tutsis were victims 
of genocide in 1994 , serious problems persist . About 65 , 000 
prisoners have been incarcerated, with an almost totally de-
stroyed judicial system unable to separate the guilty from 
the innocent . Of the 800 magistrates serving before the 1994 
massacre, less than 200 survived , and some of these partici-
pated in the genocide . There are still almost 2 million 
Rwandan refugees in camps in Tanzania (650,000) and Zaire 
(1 , 300,000) . 

. Cross border raids continue into both Rwanda and Bu-
rundi, mostly from Zaire, and arms are still flowing to the 
guerrilla forces . Large pledges of financial assistance to 
the region have not been honored by the donors , with almost 
all available funds from UN agencies being used to support 
refugees in the camps. 

It has not been possible for either the United Nations 
or the Organization of African Unity to induce the regional 
leaders to participate in an international conference . In-
stead, the heads of state of Burundi , Rwanda, Tanzania , Za -
ire, and Uganda are willing to meet with each other only un-
der the auspices of The Carter Center . 

Because of the severity of the continuing crisis in 
this Great Lakes region, we have responded to appeals from 
these leaders and continued the effort commenced last Novem-
ber in Cairo , Egypt, to help them resolve some of the prob-
lems . In preparing for the Tunis conference , we sought in-
formation and advice from many sources within the UN , the 
OAU, the European Community and the U.S . government . Former 
presidents Nyerere of Tanzani a and Toure' of Mali and Arch -
bishop Tutu of South Africa have provided crucial assistance 
as facilitators . 
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What has been done so far to honor the commitments made 
in Cairo and to continue efforts in the future? 

For the first time, even among former antagonists, 
there have been a constant series of consultations with each 
other. In addition to visits between top political leaders, 
President M'Kapa has encouraged the prime minister and other 
top Rwandan officials to go into the Tanzanian camps to re-
assure the refugees about their safety . In Tunis, a similar 
agreement was concluded between President Mobutu and Presi-
dent Bizimungu. Since November, a total of 46,000 Rwandan 
Hutu refugees have returned to their homes from the camps in 
Burundi, Tanzania, and Zaire, with no reports of abuse or 
intimidation. They have been guaranteed priority in reclaim-
ing their former homes and land, even when the same property 
is claimed by Tutsis who went into exile in 1959 . 

Some military equipment taken by the Hutus into Zaire 
in 1994 has been returned to Rwanda, and President Mobutu 
has pledged to continue this effort. Along the Tanzanian 
border, 400 armed infiltrators have been captured and de-
tained. About 100 Hutu leaders in the camps who are intimi-
dating other refugees against returning are identified and 
will soon be moved to other camps. Many of these intimida-
tors are known to have been guilty of planning and executing 
the genocide. About a dozen intimidators have been arrested 
in the Zairian camps, and more are being identified. 

In Rwanda, 300 magistrates and 200 prosecutors 'have 
been trained, a new supreme court has been established, and 
it is expected that trials of detainees will commence in 
May. A few legal experts from American universities have as-
sisted Rwanda in this effort to reconstitute a legal system 
(described in a recent Newsweek article). 

Despite their former relationships with the pre-1994 
Hutu government in Rwanda, all heads of state have pledged 
to arrest and deliver for trial anyone who is indicted by 
the International Tribunal. All of us will use our influence 
to induce other governments to take similar action. 

Although the mandate for UN armed forces in Rwanda ex-
pired thi s month, there are a large number of NGOs still ac-
tive, and Rwandan officials have requested that 300 UN human 
rights monitors be stationed in the country to guarantee the 
safety of returning refugees. Burundi has approved the sta-
tioning of 50 human rights monitors. 

The basic problem in Burundi is that the Hutu majority 
(85 %) feel excluded from equal political, military, and eco-
nomic authority , and the Tutsis (15 %) are fearful o f massive 
reprisals if the Hutus gain power. Although serious problems 
remain in Burundi, some progress has been made. About 20,000 
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Hutus have returned to their homes in the sub urbs of Bujum-
bura, from which they had been expelled. Leaders of the 
military and both major political parties (FRODEBU and UP-
RONA) in Burundi participated in our conferences, and have 
agreed that former president Nyerere would act as a mediator 
among them . One major goal will be to schedule an early na-
tional debate, the main purpose of which will be to devise a 
new constitution, leading to elections in 1998 . 

We facilitators received a mandate in Tunis to contact 
opposition leaders now in exile to ascertain under what con-
ditions they will agree to achieve their legitimate goals 
through peaceful means. 

In order to publicize our agreements and especially to 
reassure refugees about their safety after repatriation, the 
heads of state and facilitators participated in the prepara-
tion of a documentary, which will be broadcast on television 
and radio, especially to the refugee camps . In addition, all 
of us agreed to accept an invitation from CNN International 
to participate in a program on the Great Lakes, which will 
be a major focus of the CNN annual meeting in Atlanta in 
May. This will help us to sustain worldwide attention on 
this stricken area and will be an incentive for the heads of 
state to report good progress on their Cairo and Tunis com-
mitments. 

Following the Tunis conference, ambassadors Marion 
Creekmore, Vince Farley, and Gordon Streeb made personal re-
ports to the European community, the United Nations, and the 
U.S. government. 

Since our pilots couldn't fly all the way home without 
rest, we spent one night in Casablanca. The new Grand Mosque 
is 200 meters long and 100 meters wide, exceeded in size 
only by the one in Mecca. It is breathtakingly beautiful, 
one of the wonders of the world. We also enjoyed going to 
Casablanca Bar, where we heard "Samu play "As Time Goes Byu 
while a 100-pound Rick imitated Humphrey Bogart. 

We returned home today, pleased with the results of our 
trip. 
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l TUNIS DECLARATION ON THE GREAT LAKES REGION 
2 Man:b 18, 19'6 
3 
4 Presidents Mobutu of Zaire, Museveni of Uganda. Bizimungu of Rwanda, 
S Ntibantunganya ofBunmd~ and Mkapa of Tanzania met in Tunis, Tunisia from March 16-
6 18, 1996 to carry forward their Afiican initiative to promote peace, justice, reconciliation, 
7 stability. and development in the Great Lakes region. Former Presidents Carter of the 
8 United States. Nyerere of Tanzania, and Toure of Mali served as facilitators. The Heads 
9 of State reviewed the progress made toward the achievement of their commitments 

10 undertaken in Cairo, Egypt on November 29, l 99S. decided on additionaJ measures that 
I J must be ta.ken to meet fully ~e commitments, and pledged themselves and their 
12 countries to undertake further &ctions to achieve their common goals for the region. 
13 
14 · The Heads of State agreedthat, while useful steps had been taken since Cairo, 
1 5 serious problems persist. The5e include intimidation in the refugee camps, concerns of 
16 some of the refugees about their security, cross-border raids into Rwanda and Burundi, 
17 inadequate judicial systems in Rwanda and Burundi. and continued violence in Burundi 
18 with little progress toward constNcting a long-term government structure that will ensure 
19 protection of the rights and interests of all groups, including minority groups. 
20 
21 The Heads of State cxprcHed their conviction that these problems can be 
22 addressed with the steps described below, which have been taken or will be taken. 
l3 Together they will significantly reduce terui"n. hostility, insecurity, and distrust in the 
24 area, ericourage the return of refugees, stimulate economic rehabilitation and development, 
25 and advance efforts to fashion long-term govcmm~nt structures acceptable to their 
26 citizens. 
27 
28 They also urged Rwanda and Burundi to enhance and strengthen further the 
29 process of confidence building through broad national consultative mechanisms to achieve 
30 long-term solutions and national reGOnciliarion. 
31 
32 On a regional level: 
33 
34 I. The Heads of State reaffirmed their rejection of the ideology of 
3 5 genocide. 
36 
3 7 2. The Heads of State and their ministers have initiated a dynamic and 
38 sustained dialogue, involving frequent meetings with each other, to plan 
39 and undertake conccncd endeavors in the region. This productive 
40 consultative rclationehip will continue at the Heads of State level. 
41 
42 
43 

3. The Heads of State expressed approval that, consistent with the Cairo 
Declaration, the Governments of Zaire and Rwanda had agreed in January 
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on the return to Rwanda of heavy military equipment taken into Zaire by 
,ex-Armed Forces of Rwanda. ZaiR:., on February 13, 1996, returned the 
military equipment which it had been able to identify and possess and 
agreed to continue its search efforts u promised to find the other 
equipment and to return it a.s found to the Rwandan government. 

4. Cro11 border incuraion1 continue. and increasingly. the perpetrators kill 
civilians, particularly local officials. and lay land mines as they retreat. But 
some significant a"-rions have been taken. There is now greater 
cooperation and information sharing among aovernments of the region. 
Tanzania baa rounded up and confined 400 perrnna known to be involved 
in 1Uch activities. President Mkapa stressed that refusees in Tanzania 
received nejther arms deliveries nor militaiy training. Because of fighting 
in Burundi &pilling across its border, Tanzania has increased its leveJ of 
troops in the area as a deterrent. 

-Additionally, the Hws of State pledge to: 

-take more rigorous efforts to shut down arms flow and military 
training to rebd groups engaged in cross-border incursions, 
including urging the UN to station monitors at airports and border 
pojnts. 

--Heads of State will restrict the travel ofleaders associated with 
cross border incursions and urge other countries to take similar 
action and freeze the financiaJ assets these persons hold abroad; and 

-Heads of State will permit the Commission of Inquiry established 
by UN Resolution 1013 to investigate reports of military training 
and arms transfer to former Rwanda government forces. 

5. The Heads of State reiterated their hope that most of the refugees will 
return home in a relatively short period of time. They recoiftlzed. 
however, that many refugees wouJd not likely repatriate in the near future 
because of their real or perceived association with the genocide in Rwanda. 
.ll1 the camps themselves, intimidation is continuing. They also note that 
50mc bureaucratic procedures pertaining to logistics and registration are 
playing into the hands of intimidators and endanger refugees intending to 
repatriate. 

·-It should be noted that Zaire has arrested a few intimidatoTJ who nave 
been removed from the refugee camps. In addition. Zaire has banned 
political activities of the RDR in camps. 

2 
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-Tam.ania and Burundi have banned RDR political activity, and has 
tightened security control within the camps. Tanzania has identified the 
key intimidators in the camps and intends to separate them from the other 
refugees and house them in a camp in the interior. It is seeking financial 
assistance to carry through these plans. 

-More needs to be done to separate the intimidators, including armed 
factions. from the other refugees in order to enable them to make a free 
choice about repatriation. Conscious oi the need to avoid forced 
repatriation, the Heads of State challenge the international commuruty to 
work with them and finance a major effort that would pennit this choice. 
Thia effort would consist of the following components: 

-preparing the home communes to receive the rdi.1gees, including 
the placement in the communes of an adequate number of human 
rights and other monitors to ensure security; 

-taking measures involving camp administration and management 
that will guard against cues of insecurity in the border areas. 

6. The Hcada of State pledged full support to the International Criminal 
Tribunal for :Rwanda and other jurisdictions in accordance with UN 
security resolution 955 (1994) ofNovembcr 8, 1994. They promised to 
tum over to these jurisdictions indicted penona located in their countries 
and urged all other countrie1 to do the same. President JMkapa said that 
the genocide suspects located in Tanzania are under surveillance and will 
be picked up if indicted by the Jurisdictions. The Heads of State further 
affirmed that they will cooperate fully in the investigations of the 
competent juridictions. They will similarly support the work of the 
International Conimisaion of Inquiry for Burundi. The Heads of State of 
Rwanda and Burundi pledged to guarantee the security for personnel and 
witnesses relevant to the work of the International Tribunal and the 
Commission oflnquiry. 

7. The Heada of States expressed continuing tonccm about the use of 
radio broadcasu and the print media to spread hate and fear in the region. 
The participants pledged to take action to curtail the i1legal and 
inflammatory radio broadcasts from one country to another, and reaffirmed 
their requests for assistance. President Mkapa stressed that Tanzania 
would not permit hostile propaganda to be broadcast into neighboring 
countries. Preside1:1t Mobutu said he had uked for usistance to locate and 
halt intlammatory radio broadcasts despite questions of sovereignty. 

3 
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130 President Carter agreed to continue his discussions with experts to 
131 ascertain how and whether technical assistance can be provided to locate 
132 and prevent such broadcasts. 
133 
134 Withia Rwa•da: 
135 
136 8. President Bizimungu expressed deep concern about the slow rate of 
137 refugee repatriation. Whereas 26,000 refugees from Burundi returned to 
138 Rwanda between December 1995 and February 1996, perceived insecurity 
139 within Burundi may have motivated some to repatriate. The refugee flows 
140 from Tanzania and Zaire during the same period amounted to 2000 and 
141 20,000, respectively. President Bizimungu attributed these small flows to 
142 intimidation in the refugee camps. 
143 
144 9. Consistent with the principle of justice with reconciliation and to 
14S demonstrate to the refugees its strong desire for them to return, the 
146 Government of Rwanda reaffirms its obligation to ensure the safety of 
147 returnees, protect their legal rights, and recover their property. To this 
148 end, the Rwandan Government has: 
149 
ISO -announced a decision to establish special procedures to expedite 

· 1S1 legal proceedings for the large number of persons held on cha.rses 
152 relating to genocide. These mechanisms, which include specialized 
1 s 3 chambers within ordinary courts, will enable the judicial system to 
154 cany out an expeditious and systematic categorization of genocide 
155 perpetrators; release those for whom adequate evidence iii lacking~ 
156 permit plea agreements when appropriate; and conduct early trials 
157 of those charged. It has trained personnel in arrest procedures and 
1 SS ia appointing prosecutors to authori:z:c all arrests. 
159 
160 -in recognition that many refugees fear they will be arrested when 
161 they return, agreed to activate the review mechanism (Commission 
162 de Triage) to investigate cases (subject to judicial oversight) prior 
163 to arrests. It also accepts that defendants should have the 
164 opportunity to have the advice of legal counselors. It called upon 
165 the international community, panicularly African states, to provide 
166 support for a mechanism to assist those who cannot afford legal 
l67 counael. The Government of Rwanda expects ita genocide triala to 
168 begin in May 1996. 
169 
170 -trained 300 new magistrates, 90 new prosecutors, 250 new 
171 investigators, and has prepared files on thousands ofindividuals 
172 now ready for trial. The Government of Rwanda expressed 
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appreciation to other countries who have provided technical and 
other assistance for this training and hopes that future assistance, 
particularly in the legal area, will be extended when requested. 

-attached special importance to the UN High Coi:runission~r for 
Human Rights in Rwanda and declared that it would welcome the 
strengthening of this office and the deployment of an expanded 
number of human rights moniton throughout the country. It is 
prepared to pcnnit the number of such monitors to increase to an 
authoriud level of 300, and called on the international community 
to provide the resources to finance the critical work of the human 
rights monitors. 

-continue with programs to promote greater professionalism and 
discipline with.in the armed for~ gendarmerie, and the police 
force, including training in non-lethal riot control It plans to build 
more barracks for the soldiers and move forward in collaboration 
with the World Bank to establish a comrniaion on demobilization 
and reintegration and initiate its work as soon as possible. The 
government promotes. within the framework of demobilization. 
integration into the military of those members of the ex-FAR who 
were not involved in the genocide. 

-pledged to encourage initiatives undcrtalc.en by indigenous NGOs 
to rebuild clvtl society; urged NOOs operating in camps to transfer 
progressively their services and personnel from countries' of asylum 
to countries of origin; and emphasized the need for these 
organizations to focus more on rehabilitation and development and 
less on relie( 

--pledged to work out quickly the modalities with international 
financial institutions and the donor community to permit the early 
allocation of existing and future pledges of usistance toward 
critical rehabilitation and development projects. At present only 40 
percent of funds pledged have been disbursed. 

-reiterated its determination to strenKthen administrative 
procedures that ensure respect of property rights, including land, as 
well as enable expeditious return of properties to their legitimate 
owners immediately on demand. ln accordance with the Arusha 
agreement, new sites have been identified to develop for resettling 
old refugees, and the Government of Rwanda requested 
international technical and financial assistance in preparing these 
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216 lands for settlement. The aovcnunent will endeavor to provide 
217 special usistance for widows (including land owning rights), for 
218 orphans, and for cormnunities that receive large numbers of 
219 returning refugees. 
220 
22 l -encourased refugee repatriation by actively promoting "look and 
222 see" cross-border visits by refugees. sent senior government 
223 officials into camps in Tanzania and Burundi to explain conditions 
224 in.side Rwanda and urged refugees to come home. plans to make 
22~ similar vilits to camps in Zaire, and is encouraging international 
226 organizations and NGOs to intensify the campaign to provide 
227 objective information to the refugee camps on events and 
228 developments inside Rwanda. President Mobutu and President 
229 Bizinwngu aeree<f that a high level Rwandan team would visit 
230 refugee camps in Zain: very soon. 
231 
232 --collaborated closely with UNHCR. and the countries ofTanz.ania, 
233 Zaire. and Burundi in preparina for the refugee return and 
234 encouraging them to do so. Through this continuins collaboration, 
23 S and with technical support and equipment, these governments and 
236 UNHCR should be able to ensure that processing and other r~entty 
237 requirements can bC met with minimum delay to the returning 
23 8 refugees. 
239 
240 -agreed to take conc~e steps to encourage dialogue, social 
241 healing. and integration among all Rwandese, including those 
242 rcfuaecs who were not involved in the genocide and who seek to 
243 rebuild Rwanda. The Government of Rwanda requested the 
244 facilitators of the Great Lakes Summit to make contact with 
245 influential personalities among the refugees to encourage them to 
246 come home and to assist in promoting repatriation of other 
247 refugees. 
248 
249 --demonatrating its commitment to transparency, agreed to make 
250 public a report on implementation of the recommendation of the 
251 Commission establ.Uhed to investigate the Klceho incident, as well 
252 as the outcome of th: Cormmssion on Inquiry into the Kanama 
253 incident. 
254 
2SS Withia Burundi: 
256 
257 10. The Head of State of Burundi and his delegation emphasized their 
2S8 commitment to bring to an end the climate of insecurity and impunity that 
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has paralyzed the country. They wilt move with speed and determination 
to launch a process leading to new institutionaJ structures agreed upon and 
supported by all citizens that will ensure protection of the rights of all 
Burundians. and their participation within the political and economic life of 
the nation. To that end the Head of State and his delegation: 

-welcomed that former Tarmmian President Mwalimu Julius K. 
Nyerere accepted the mandate given to him by the international 
community, and endorsed by the Heads of State of the region, to 
assist the people of Burundi in finding means to achieve peace, 
stability, and reconciliation within Burundi as a buis for a lasting 
political settlement. This settlement must include the molution of 
fundamental problems relating to the access. contra~ and 
management of power, so that either the ethnic or political minority 
is reassured. The Government of'Bunmdi is committed to take 
concrete itepS to flgbt exclusion. extermination and genocide which 
have been used by some to achieve and monopolize power. For the 
1ucce11 of any such dialogue, there should be an end to killings 
within Burundi. All parties, internal and external, should take all 
possible steps to create the necessary environment for successful 
progress. 

--declared that the National Debate on the major problems facing 
the country will be launched urgently. The debate will seek a 
consensus for constitutional structures as described above, which 
will promote pcacc:ful coexistence among all Burundians. All 
parties and groups that seek these goals and renounce violence as a 
means to reach political ends c.oculd participate. These principles 
will be incorporated into the constitution. 

-reported positively on 1he dialogue and growing Ct'lllaboration 
among the government, different socio-political partners, and the: 
security forces. They rcaffinned their intention and determination 
to continue their collaboration. The representatives of the political. 
parties, Frodebu and Uprona. who participated in the Tunis summit, 
made it clear that they appreciate and support the efforts of the 
government to restore peace and security to the country. 

--reaffirmed its commitment to repatriate the refugees and 
reintearate the displaced and dispersed elements of the population, 
premiaed on reconciliation at the «immunity level Adequate 
security will be essential. International assistance will be required 
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initially for communities heavily impacted by returnees, and to 
promote self-sufficiency of all returnees. 

-agreed to create the necessary conditions of security to !Kilitatc 
the reintegration on campU5 and in hostels those students who have 
left them. 

-reiterated their commitment to guarantee the security of personnel 
of the UN, OAU, and humanitarian agencies in order that they can 
fulfill their mandate, particularly concerning affected populations. 

-reaffirmed their commitment to continue to intensify their 
comprehensive dialogue aimed at ensuring the security of all and 
reatoring mutual confidence among all Bwundian citizens. This 
debate should lead to the establishment of a National Pact of 
Peaceful Coexi&tence between the different components of the 
country and of a constitution adapted to universal democratic 
principles and to the specificities of Burundi in order to put in place 
the indiapenaablc imtrumcnt for the or&aniu.tion of free and fair 
elections in 1998. 

-dcdarcd their suppot1 for the dCJ:!loyment of UN Human Rights 
monitors based on the needs expressed by the government, stated 
strona hopes to see the current number substantially increased, and 
pledged to deploy these monitors to all sections of the country and 
ensure that they can safdy carry out their functions. 

-reaffirmed their determination to guarantee security for personnel 
and witnesses relevant to the work of the International Commission 
of Inquiry for Burundi 

-in order to begin the process by which the population will regain 
confidence in the security forces (as pledged in Cairo,) committed 
to undertake a comprehensive training program to enhance 
professionalism and dilcipline within the security forces. Such 
training would include how to uphold international human rights 
conventions while carrying out military responsibilities. The 
Government of Burundi also intends to redefine the respective 
structures and mission of the security and defense forces so that 
they will assume responsibility for the security of all elements of the 
population. The international community should be prepared to 
provide the necessary technical assistance. 
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344 -once aaain called upon the international community in general and 
J4S neighboring countries in particular to prevent armed external 
346 attacks on Burundi and to dismantle the networks of anna flow 
347 acroH borders. 
348 
349 -condemned the ideology of exclusion and genocide and expressed 
350 a strong desire fur the expeditious establishment by the countries of 
JSl the resion of an early warning meclwrlsm to prevent destabilization 
352 and human rigbt1 violations, as well as dissemination of the 
3.S3 ideology of ethnic hatred, exclusion, and genocide. 
3S4 
3.S.S -agreed to develop a democratic media policy, including provisions 
356 for independent and autonomous media; guarantee wider access to 
357 information to journalists on all sides; and support initiatives that 
358 promote reapon11bility of the media. As expreued in Cairo, they 
359 reaffirmed their deep concern over the use of radio broadcasts to 
360 spread hate and fear in the reaion. The participants pledged to take 
361 all possible action to terminate the illegal and inflammatory radio 
362 broadcasts from one country into another. They called upon the 
363 intcmation.aJ community to assist by providing technology to 
364 identify and demobiliie mobile transmitters. 
36S 
366 -pledged to guarantee neutrality and independence of the courts, 
367 and take concrete steps to improve the system of justice, including 
368 accelerating the trials of those accused of crimes against humanity; 
369 the training of lawyers, judga, and magistrates; and judicial 
370 assistance to defendants. They reiterated their request to the 
3 71 international community for assistance. inclurung the use of foreign 
372 lawyers, to achieve these goals. 
373 
374 --pledged their commitment to organize democratic elections in 
375 1998. 
376 
377 Appeal to the Iaternadonal Community: 
378 
379 To enable the governments to fulfill the commitments made above, the Heads of 
380 State call upon tho international community to usist in arranging and disbursing the 
381 necessary funding to achieve them. In Rwanda and Burundi, in addition to funding for 
382 rehabilitation. resettlement, and development. international assistance will be required for 
383 improving the system1 of justice, development of democratic media policy. deployment of 
384 human rights monitors, and professionalization of the security forces. Member states of 
385 the UN are requested to respond generously to the appeals from UNHCR and UNHCHR. 
3 86 A greater proportion of funding ahould go to projects within the countries of origin. 
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387 Funding muat also be obtained in order to conduct the National Debate in Burundi, restore 
388 the environment in countries of asylum, and continue the work of the International 
389 Tnounal for Rwanda and the Commis..~on of Inquiry for Burundi. Zaire and Tanzania 
390 require financial, and in some cues technical, assistance for their efforts to separate 
391 intimidators from bonafide refugees. The facilitators agreed to work to obtain and 
392 expedite funding for these efforts. 
393 
394 In recognition of the close collaboration between governments in the region and 
39S the international and regional governmental OJ'ianization1 and donor governments, as well 
396 u local and international NGOa, the Heads of State declared their willingness to work 
397 closely with these aroups, and particularly with the UN, OAU, and World Bank, in the 
398 future. The focus of this collaboration should be the accomplishment of concrete 
399 programs and projects on the ground that will promote justice, reconciliation. peace, 
400 stability, and development. 
401 
402 The Heads of State requested that former Presidents Carter, Nyerere, and Toure 
403 and Archbishop Tutu continue their efforts to facilitate contact and actions by their five 
404 gowmments, track comprehensively the achievements made at this meeting and in Cairo, 
40S and prepare recommendations foc conaideration by thex governments at their next 
406 meeting. General Toure, who consulted extensively in the region since the Cairo Summit, 
407 suggested the following for future consideration: greater regional collaboration and 
408 economic and security matters; cooperation among African states in the areas of health, 
409 agricultu~ and education; and a mechanism to accomplish these purposes. They also 
410 accepted the invitation by CNN to arrange for participation in person or by satellite of the 
411 five Heads of State and the facilitators at the internationally broadcast CNN World Report 
412 in early May at which time they will be able to share worldwide their assessment' of the 
413 situation in the Great Lakoa region and the efforts being undertaken to deal with the 
414 c:ompleX, interrelated problems of the a.u. 
415 
416 The Heada of State were pleased by the ft'ank, open, and constructive discussions 
417 that characterized the Summit. They commended The Carter Center for arranging the 
418 meeting. 
419 
420 The Heads of State and their delegations expressed their profound appreciation to 
421 President Ben Ali and the Tunisian people !or their support and hosp1tality f'or this historic 
422 meeting. 
423 
424 
425 
426 
427 
428 
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429 Signed: 

•UO 

431 

432 

433 

434 

'43, 

436 

fo>.~ 
Syl\luue Ntibantunsanya Bcnjilllin William Mkapa 

439 

441 

+42 ____ -_/~ ~~~'-
-443 Mwalimu 1. K. Nyerere (witneaa) Amadou T. Toure (witness) 

~----···· -· - . . ... - ----··· ····· ····----··-------'----.. 

447 

448 

21 
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